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Pseudomonas putida is an arginine prototrophic
organism that possesses two distinct ornithine
carbamoyltransferases (OTCase, EC 2.1.3.3.). An anabolic
OTCase (aOTCase) encoded by the argF gene is involved
in the arginine biosynthesis pathway and catalyses in vivo
the thermodynamically favoured formation of citrulline
and phosphate from ornithine and carbamoylphosphate.
The anabolic enzyme is a homotrimer which displays
Michaelis-Menten kinetics 1. P. putida possesses a second
OTCase (cOTCase) encoded by the arcB gene, which is
involved in the anaerobically inducible arginine deiminase
pathway and promotes in vivo the phosphorolysis of
citrulline yielding ornithine and carbamoylphophate2. This
cOTCase does not carry out the biosynthetic reaction
because of a poor affinity and a marked cooperativity for
the carbamoylphophate3. Moreover, the enzyme is
heterotropically activated by nucleoside monophosphates
(AMP, GMP, CMP, UMP) and inhibited by polyamines
such as spermidine and putrescine4. The P. putida
cOTCase displays an homododecameric quaternary
structure with the 23 point group symmetry.

Sequence comparison with the Pseudomonas
aeruginosa  cOTCase shows an identity of 90%, which
underlines the similarities of these two cOTCases. The
crystal structure of the active R (“Relaxed”) state of
cOTCase from P. aeruginosa  was recently determined at
2.5 Å resolution5. However, crystals of the T (“Tense”)
state enzyme could not be obtained so far. In order to
complete our studies on the allosteric behaviour of
cOTCases, we initiated structural investigations on the
closely related enzyme from P. putida. R and T form
crystals have been grown for this enzyme. T state crystals
have been obtained in the presence of high concentration
of spermidine (40 mM), a negative effector for the
allosteric transition. They belong to the space group
P21212. The refinement at 2.8 Å resolution of this crystal
form structure is in progress and will be presented. A
complete data set at 3.4 Å has also been measured for a R
state crystal obtained in the presence of AMP (80 mM), a
positive effector. The data for both crystal forms have been
measured at the ESRF on the ID14 beamlines. For T and R
crystals, molecular replacement solutions could be
identified. Trials to obtain higher resolution data for both
crystal forms are in progress.

The analysis of the T and R structures will be shown in
the presentation, with their comparison to the closely
related structures of the P. aeruginosa  cOTCase previously
reported5,6. Possible cOTCase allosteric transition
mechanisms suggested by our structural analysis will be
discussed.
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The atomic structure of the cofactor-independent
phosphoglycerate mutase from Escherichia coli has been
elucidated by crystallographic methods to a resolution of
1.25 Å in its active, phosphohistidine-containing form. A
further structure of the vanadate-inhibited protein has been
solved to 1.30 Å resolution. The active conformation of the
protein involves stabilisation of a catalytic
phosphohistidine and the ordering of a C-terminal tail, both
of which have previously eluded crystallographic
investigation. The very high resolution of these structures
has provided new insight into the mechanism of action of
this class of enzyme.


